Introduction
The notion of the confliot neutralizing strategy in the conflict theory is introduced. This is a some generalization of the notion of the maximal strategy, introduced by Pawlak [l] . We study Pawlak's notions of comparability of situations and of stable situations. Using these means the necessary and sufficient conditions for a conflict situation to be stable are proved.
Let us start the paper with basic notions and notations. Let n £ 2 and X = { xi ,... ,x_ "l be a finite set. Elements 2 r i of X are called objects. Let <f > : X -»• (-1,0,1) be a function suoh that <p(x,x) = 1 for any xe X and <p(x,y) = <p(y,x) for any x,y e X. We say that objeots x,y e X are in confliot iff <p(x,y) = -1. By X~ we shall denote the set {xeXi 3 yeX <p(x,y) = -1}.
The strenght of an object of X is described by a function y, yiX-^CO; +oo ). The strenght of a non-empty subset Yc X is defined as u(Y) = S IJ (X). X£Y The ordered triple S = (X,<p,p) is oalled a situation (ofX). If for S = (X,cp,(j) we have X" = 0 then S is called a conflictless situation, otherwise S is a confliot situation.
S is a total oonfliot situation if Vx,y e X [x 4 y => <p(x,y) = -1] .
-1191 -A non-empty subset Icl suoh that <p(x,y) > -1 for every x,y e T will be called a confliotless block in S. The family of all conflictless blocks in S will be denoted by Og. For any T e 3g« Y0 will denote the set {y e Xt 3 x e Y <p(x,y) = -1}. o k strategy in S is a function A.:X <0j +» ) such that
Let S = (X,<f>, p) be a fixed situation such that p(x)> 0 f or any x e X. Definition 1.
A conflict neutralizing strategy in S is a strategy % in S suoh that (3) Viel^ a(x,y) = yeX yeX and the funotion o, o t X <0j +oo ) defined by (4') Vx e X *(x) = J] A(x,y) yeX is such that the set (4") X^ = {x e X: ^J(X) -v>(x) > 0} e 3g u 0.
The set of all oonflict neutralizing strategies in S will be denoted by fig and the set of all functions o introduced in the Definition 1 -by Jfg.
In the theory of conflicts the quantity A(x,y) is interpreted as a part of the strength of x, which is directed against y in the situation S = (X,tp,£j). The equality (3) saye that we shall deal with strategies satisfying the following condition» the sum of strenghts directed by x against all other objects is equal to the sum of strenghts directed by these objects against x. In [1] Pawlak defined a notion of a capture and the rules of sharing of the capture among objects in a given situation. He also compared different situations S, S', introducing the notion of "S being better then S' for a given xeX". We shall transfer these notions to our case.
Let q be a given positive real number, called a capture, and ^ e/g. Let ^ (cf. This means that a capture is shared only among the winners.
Let us denote
With fixed |J the quantity Hs^ can interpratad as follows. Using an object x estimates a situation S from its point of view. Thus comparing the numbers and ^s^W tiLe object x can compare different situations S, s' saying that S is better for it than s', if y|'(x) <y|(x).
Let us observe that our notion of comparability of situations is correct only if the quantity sup is attained, a ^ a i.e. there exists ^q 6^ such that fjg(x) = ^ (x). We shall prove it in 2. 0 It is interesting to see that Pawlak's way of comparison of the situations S, S' established in [l] , in fact resolves itself into comparison of the quantities ^j^f(x). It appears also that for the purposes of this paper the condition (5) formulated for strategies by Pawlak, can be reduoed to the condition (3). Using these means we shall formulate in 3 the neoessary and sufficient conditions for a confliot situation to be stable.
is attained
Let X~ 4 X. Obviously, for x eX -X~ the quantity ^g(x) is attained. In what follows we shall deal with conflict si-
seZcp " X, * e -xe X^nX"
tuations and objeots from X~. Prom (6") it followB that in this case it is enough to consider a sharing of a capture in the situation (q>i _ _» fl _)• Without loss of generality IXcp*X<p lX<p m we can assume that S is a conflict situation such that X^ = X. For any Y c X, by NY we denote the set {i: x.^ e Y}. For any function h: X-*<0{ +«*> ) we write h to denote the point h = (h1,... ,hn) e R n suoh that h^ = hfx.jJ for i = 1,...,n.
Let Mo denotes the following subset of R n i
Let xr be a given object of X~ and q> 0. It determinates the function f£, f£: R° R defined as follows (8) Combining (12) with (14) we get (13) for m ^max(m 1t niy). Then Furthermore, by (16) and (17) f£ ( II. Let n £ 3. If a situation S = (X,?^) is conflictless than it is unstable. Let n>3. In what follows we prove the neoessary and sufficient conditions for a conflict situation to be stable.
Let us observe that + q for any q>0 and aay x e X. Lemma 4. If S = (X,cp,y) is a confliot situation and X~ ^ X, then for every xtï -ï" there exist: q Q > 0 and a situation S' = (X, <p',(j) such that X* 3 . t 0 and x e X~ , cp <P < ¿j|/(x) for any q > q Q .
Proof. Obviously 2$card X~ < n and ^g(xj = ¿j ( x ) for every xeX -X~. Let us denote by the object from X"^, such that ^i(x 0 ) = ciin p(x). For a situation S' = (X, <p',y) with Sinoe dc(x) = 0 (by Lemma 5b) it is enough to show that ot^ = 1. Obviously q^ $ 1. Let us suppose that Then the total conflict situation S" is better than S for x with respect to a capture q > asui..(x)^q for any q>0, contrary to the stability of S. Theorem 3.
A conflict situation S = (X,<p,|j) is stable iff for every x e X the situation
